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Abstract
The concept of coherent control of molecular processes with light is introduced,
sketching the way from single parameter to the multiparameter control in the time
domain. Optimal control theory is by now a widespread and well-recognized
method to solve a variety of control tasks ranging from chemical to physical
applications. The underlying concepts and tools with their links to the experiment
will be introduced with the focus on chemical reactions. As they include the
motion of the nuclei, their time scale ranges from femtoseconds to picoseconds
and longer and requires the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
for the nuclear motion. Recent developments that enter the sub-femtosecond
domain and open the prospect for direct control of the faster electron motion will
be addressed. Two strategies—already realized experimentally—are presented:
control of electron dynamics via the carrier envelope phase (CEP) in few-cycle
pulses and via the temporal phase of a femtosecond laser pulse with attosecond
precision. The issue of nuclear and electronic wavepacket synchronization to
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achieve control on a chemical reaction is raised. A theoretical method to answer
these questions is presented. Finally, a proposal how the electron dynamics can
be used as an additional control parameter for a chemical reaction is made.

8.1 Introduction

Laser chemistry stands for the long-standing dream to control bond breaking and
formation in chemical reactions by light and started with the first experimental
realization of a laser in the 1960s. The basic idea was that energy is supplied only to
frequency selected bonds in a molecule, leaving the other bonds unaffected [1–3].
However, it became evident that even a light source well tuned to one vibrational
mode heats the molecule uniformly, and all vibrations reach equilibrium in accor-
dance with the laws of statistical thermodynamics. This phenomenon was explained
by intramolecular vibrational relaxation, which can be rapid in large molecules [2].
The result is that the weakest bond will break. For selective bond chemistry this
situation has to be avoided. One solution is the separation of time scales. Ultrashort
laser pulses of some ten femtoseconds (1 fs D 10�15 s) are able to deposit energy
to one degree of freedom on a time scale much faster than the energy can be
redistributed to the other modes and are more appropriate to achieve mode-specific
bond breaking. Alternatively, bond rearrangements can also be induced via localized
vibrational wavepackets in electronically excited states. These first ideas of control
of chemical reactions are part of the much wider field of femtochemistry [3] dealing
with the real time observation of complex molecular reactions [4–12, 20, 21].

The realization of light controlled reactions faces further challenges. One exam-
ple is the anharmonicity inherent in any potential energy describing a molecular
bond. Bond breaking in the electronic ground state includes vibrational ladder
climbing and the energy gap between adjacent vibrational levels will steadily
decrease. To secure resonant transitions up to the dissociation limit, pulse mod-
ulation is required to offer the right frequency at the right time. To guide even
more complex reactions specially adapted pulse forms, in amplitude and phase,
are required. Along this line several ideas were developed. The first theoretical
proposals discussed three different approaches using single parameter control in the
1980s. In the Brumer–Shapiro control scheme, the interference between different
light-induced reaction pathways is used for the control of state-to-state transitions
[13, 14]. The stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) uses two suitably
timed laser interactions to achieve complete population transfer in ƒ-type quantum
systems [15, 16]. In the Tannor–Kosloff–Rice pump–dump scheme, laser light is
used to create and steer nuclear wavepackets to control a molecular reaction [17,
18]. First experimental realization of the Tannor–Kosloff–Rice scheme was already
demonstrated in the early 1990s [3, 19, 22, 23].

The extension of this concept to multiparameter control [17, 18, 24–30] consti-
tutes the concept of coherent control and was again proposed by theory as well as
its transfer to the experiment. Under the slogan “Let the molecule solve its own
Schrödinger equation” the concept of closed loop control was introduced from
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theory to experiment [31]. Realization has come within reach due to the devel-
opment of femtosecond laser pulses in combination with elaborate pulse shaping
techniques [32]. Successful demonstrations opened the field from the control of
molecular reactions [33–37] to the field of quantum information [38] and quantum
optics [39, 40]. In molecular experiments the yield of a predefined reaction product
was optimized by tailoring the driving laser field in a pulse shaping device. In the
visible frequency range liquid crystal optical modulators are often used. They work
in the frequency domain and are able to control the laser parameters amplitude,
phase, and polarization in quantum control experiments [41–44]. The optimal pulse
shape for the desired task is found by using sophisticated search algorithms, in
most cases genetic algorithms. The resulting optimized electric fields are often very
complex and would not lead to physical insight. To reduce the complexity of the
shaped laser fields in optimal control experiments (OCEs), analytic, parameterized
phase functions for phase modulation were tested [45–53].

From the theory side, the optimal pulses for reaction control can be found
by using the powerful approach of optimal control theory (OCT) [24–29]. OCT
works in the time domain and uses the known Hamiltonian of the quantum system
to iteratively calculate the electromagnetic field, which drives the system most
efficiently from a given initial state to the desired target state. For chemical reaction
control the underlying equation of motion is the Schrödinger equation for the nuclei.
Numerous examples for molecular control, like molecular switches [58, 83, 85],
molecular motors [54], and quantum information [38, 39] have been presented.
Issues like controllability and control landscapes [55–57] are lively discussed. The
comparability of results from OCT and OCE is of high interest and the issues arising
thereby were discussed in detail in [58].

Evidently, also the electrons move during chemical reactions. A recent theoretical
illustration is given in [59]. The Born–Oppenheimer approximation tells us that
they are typically fast enough to instantaneously adapt to the nuclear motion. With
the development of strong few-cycle near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR)
light pulses as well as their conversion to ultrashort extreme ultraviolet light pulses
by high-harmonic generation (HHG) the control of electronic motion came into
reach. The term attochemistry (1 as D 10�18 s) emerged with the claim to steer
a chemical reaction by forming and guiding an electronic wavepacket along a
molecular reaction pathway. The formation of electronic wavepackets as a result
of the removal of an electron (through ionization) on attosecond time scales was
recently considered [60–62]. The reported response times in the range of 50 as to
less than one femtosecond are much too fast for the nuclei to react and this strategy
is not suited to control a chemical reaction. An alternative to create and guide
electronic wavepackets is to superimpose preselected electronic states in a coherent
way by laser radiation. To gain full control, it is also required to control and steer the
phase of the electronic wavepackets. Two strategies have been realized. One uses the
carrier envelope phase (CEP) of a few-cycle pulse as control parameter [63], another
utilizes strong electric fields to shift electronic states in energy in order to steer the
molecular reactions. The resonant Stark effect acts on the time scale of the electron
dynamics and leads to the second concept, which is known as selective population
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of dressed states (SPODS), a strategy which nicely combines both routes of phase
and strong field control [64, 65].

Regardless of the way the electronic wavepackets are prepared an effective
control of a molecular reaction can only be obtained when the time scale of nuclear
and electronic motion is synchronized. Learning from first examples on diatomics
criteria could be formulated for which the control of a molecular process through the
steering of the electronic motion is possible [58, 64, 66, 68, 69]. For larger molecules
more elaborated control strategies are needed. Their design requires the knowledge
of the intramolecular processes critical for the time evolution and the life time of the
electronic wavepacket. Depending on the vibrational dynamics the induced electron
wavepacket dynamics is damped or stopped. This loss of electronic coherence can
be of intermediate nature, but certainly defines the time window for efficient control
via electronic wavepacket dynamics.

The chapter is organized as follows: first, the concepts of coherent control
in the femtosecond to picosecond domain are outlined together with a short
introduction into the theoretical framework of the OCT formalism. Second two
different concepts of sub-femtosecond control are discussed and their realization
in theory. Examples of controlled molecular quantum dynamics including implicit
and explicit control of electron motion are presented. We conclude with an outlook
how the control of complex reactions in large molecules could be assisted by steered
electronic wavepackets.

8.2 Concepts of Coherent Control for Molecular Motion

As outlined in the introduction several very efficient single parameter quantum
control schemes have been developed and experimentally verified. In this section
we will concentrate on the proposals in the time domain. The main idea here is to
steer the time evolution of a vibrational wavepacket—either on one potential energy
surface or via multiple potential energy surfaces—from the reactant to the product.
We will sketch from the theoretical point of view the way from single parameter to
multiparameter control.

8.2.1 Theory for Single Parameter Control

The time evolution of a vibrational wavepacket  (t) is governed by the time-
dependent, nuclear Schrödinger equation:

i�
@

@t
 .t/ D H .t/ (8.1)

with H D Hmol ��E(t) the total Hamiltonian comprising the molecular Hamiltonian
Hmol D T C V and the interaction with an external light field E(t). The interac-
tion is mediated by the molecular dipole moment �. In the framework of the
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Born–Oppenheimer approach T corresponds to the kinetic Hamiltonian for the
nuclei described by the wavefunction  (t) and V D V(R) to the electronic potential
as obtained by solving the time-independent electronic Schrödinger equation at dif-
ferent geometries R. Integrating the time-dependent, nuclear Schrödinger equation
[Eq. (8.1)] determines the equations of motion as the action of a propagator on the
nuclear wavefunction:

 .t C�t/ D U .t C�t; t/  .t/ D e�iH�t .t/ (8.2)

where the propagator of the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) is U(t C�t, t). The
propagation has to be performed in sufficiently small time steps, so the perturbation
can be regarded as constant during the time interval �t. The numerical evaluation
of the term e� iH�t (t) can be performed efficiently with different techniques. For
our examples the Chebychev polynomial expansion [70] is applied.

In case several potential energy surfaces are involved in the molecular process
Eq. (8.1) changes to:
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CA (8.3)

The nuclear wavefunction can now be distributed over several potential energy
surfaces. The distribution is given by the time-dependent expansion coefficients
an(t). The entries on the diagonal of the Hamiltonian matrix describe the uncoupled
dynamics on the individual potential energy surfaces, i.e., on H11 D T C V1(R) with
V1(R) the pre-calculated potential energy surface of state 1. Coupling between the
different electronic states can be induced by the off-diagonal elements. They may
reflect the interaction with the laser light mediated by the molecular transition dipole
�mn (Hmn D ��mnE(t)) or by intramolecular coupling, like non-adiabatic coupling
(NAC), or by both.

8.2.2 Single Parameter Control

The pump–dump control concept [17, 18] has been realized in different experiments
in the gas and the condensed phase (see review [71] and references therein, [30]).
The concept includes three successive steps. First step: excitation of the system from
the ground state (reactant) to an excited state with a femtosecond pump pulse short
enough to create a wavepacket in the excited state. Second step: field free evolution
of the system. Third step: interaction with a second pulse to dump the vibrational
wavepacket to the target state/region on the electronic ground state.

In general, the energy gap between the electronic states is different in the Franck–
Condon (FC) region of the reactants and the products and the wavelengths for pump
and dump pulse should be suitably adapted. The optimal delay time �t between
pump and dump pulse must match the reaction time, in this scenario the time
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Fig. 8.1 Three different control scenarios for the population transfer from the left to the right
minimum via an excited state. Panel a shows a pump–dump sequence, panel b a pump–dump
sequence including chirp, and panel c a freely optimized sequence. The top row shows snapshots
at 0 (black), 44 (blue), 70 (red), and 140 fs (green) from the controlled wavepacket dynamics. The
initial wavepacket is shown in black, the excitation process in blue, the freely evolving wavepacket
in red, and the final wavepacket in green. In the middle row the temporal laser fields are depicted
and below their time versus frequency representation. The population transfer increases from left
to right and can be followed in the amplitude of the “green” wavefunction. In c close to 100 % of
the initial (black) wavefunction has been transferred to the target minimum. Nothing remains on
the reactant side or in the excited state

needed for the excited state wavepacket to propagate from the reactant to the product
region. Or in other words the time needed for the structural rearrangement from
reactant to product on the excited state. A typical pulse sequence with the delay
time �t D t2 � t1 is

E.t/ D E1 exp

�
�2

�
t�t1

FWHM=
p
2 ln 2

�2�
cos .!1 .t � t1//

C E2 exp

�
�2

�
t�t2

FWHM=
p
2 ln 2

�2�
cos .!2 .t � t2//

(8.4)

For the simulation we used one-dimensional model potentials and pulses with
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 20 fs and a maximum electric field
E of 0.0021 a.u. for pump and dump. The delay time for the given system can
be optimized manually. The control aim is to transfer the population from the
reactant (left ground state minimum, Fig. 8.1) via the excited state to the product
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Table 8.1 Pulse parameters for the pump–dump, pump–dump with chirp sequence, and for the
OCT optimized pulse

E1/E2 �t !1/!2 c1 c2 Reactant Excited Target
(a.u.) (fs) (eV) (eV/fs) (eV/fs) (%) state (%) (%)

Pump–dump 0.0021 60.5 4.98/3.64 0 0 8.3 48.4 43.4
Pump–dump 0.0021 60.5 4.98/3.64 0.0046 �0.012 3.9 30.0 66.1
with chirp
Optimal 0.0024/0.0051 54.3 ˛1 D 5 ˛2 D 1 0.6 1.9 97.5
pump–dump

Ei is the maximum pulse amplitude, !i the carrier frequency, ci the chirp parameter, and �t the
time delay between the subpulses. The indices refer to the pump (1) and dump (2) pulse

(right ground state minimum). The simulation parameters are given in Table 8.1.
The pump–dump scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8.1a, where the time evolution of
the wavepackets in ground and excited state is color coded. Black is the initial
wavepacket, blue the wavepacket prepared by the pump pulse, red the free evolving
wavepackets, and green the wavepacket transferred by the dump pulse. The pump–
dump sequence is shown in the middle and its two-dimensional XFROG (crossed
frequency resolved optical gating) spectrum below. The XFROG representation
contains in addition to the temporal information also the information about the
frequency ordering in the light pulse. In case of Fourier limited (FL) pulses all
frequencies occur at the same time. The shift in the central frequencies!i is reflected
in the shift of the two pulse maxima along the frequency axis. In case the excited
state surface connects reactants and product states almost barrierless, the pump–
dump scheme is quite efficient, see Table 8.1, nevertheless it can be improved.

One way of improvement is to adapt the temporal sequence of the spectral
frequencies to the difference potential of the electronic states involved, which

changes for the propagating wavepacket. Introducing a temporal phase˚t D c.t�ti /2
2

by non-linear optical processes like self-phase modulation [72] leads to a change
in the frequency spectrum of the pulse and introduces a so-called chirp. Note
that this is usually not the approach taken by the experimentalist, as chirps are
commonly realized by modulations in the frequency domain keeping the spectral
width unchanged. For consistency we use the same maximum value for the electric
field and keep the FWHM of 20 fs. The pump–dump pulse sequence including
chirp reads:

E.t/ D E1 exp

�
�2

�
t�t1

FWHM=
p
2 ln 2

�2�
cos

h�
!1 C c1.t�t1/

2

�
.t � t1/

i

C E2 exp

�
�2

�
t�t2

FWHM=
p
2 ln 2

�2�
cos

h�
!2 C c2.t�t2/

2

�
.t � t2/

i (8.5)

In our example a slight up chirp of the pump pulse and a stronger down chirp
of the dump pulse (Fig. 8.1b) increase the product yield from 43.4 to 66.1 %, by
improving both steps.
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Additional control parameters like pulse intensity, wavelength, or polarization
are conceivable. The simultaneous optimization of such a multiparameter scenario
can be efficiently treated with OCT. A short introduction to OCT is given below.
We optimized a pump–dump sequence for our model potentials with OCT. The
corresponding results are given in Fig. 8.1c. The pump pulse has a similar chirp as
in Fig. 8.1b. The main changes occur in the dump pulse. It is much more structured
and shows strong amplitude modulation in addition to phase modulation. Again the
yield for both processes, especially the dump process increase significantly leading
to a final target population of 97.5 %.

8.2.3 Multiparameter Control: OCT

In the following section the basic formalism of OCT will be introduced. A summary
of the various extensions of OCT can be found in [58]. The original OCT concepts
for quantum control investigations were developed, predominantly in the groups of
Rabitz [26, 27], Tannor and Rice [17, 18] based on the calculus of variations. In
general, the following OCT functional [Eq. (8.6)] has to be maximized:

J
�
 ik.t/;  jk.t/; E.t/

� D F .�/ �
Z T

0

˛.t/jE.t/j2dt

� 2<
NX
kD1

�
C

Z T

0

˝
 fk.t/

ˇ̌
i ŒHmol � �E.t/�C @

@t
j ik.t/i dt

� (8.6)

It includes three terms, the optimization aim F(�), an integral over the laser field
penalizing the pulse fluence, and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation as an
ancillary constraint. In our model case k D 1, the optimization aim F(�) is to transfer
an initial state wavefunction  i(t) into a final state � f after the laser excitation time
T. In a more general fashion, the algorithm is asked to fulfill several transitions
starting from various initial states to predefined target states or target regions with
the same laser pulse. This formulation is known as multi-target optimal control
theory (MTOCT) [73]. In MTOCT F(�) is formulated as the sum over the absolute
squares of the scalar products between the initial states  ik(t), propagated in time
with the target states � fk:

F .�/ D
NX
kD1

ˇ̌˝
 ik.T /j�fk

˛ˇ̌2
(8.7)

The second term of Eq. (8.6) is an integral over the laser field E(t) with a time-
dependent factor ˛(t), known as the penalty factor or Krotov change parameter.
High values of ˛ assure low field intensities and, given that a solution is found,
less complex structures. With the choice of ˛(t) D˛0/s(t) and, e.g., a sinusoidal
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shape function s(t), an envelope function can be impressed on the laser field
[29, 74], which guarantees smooth switching on and off behavior of the pulse,
crucial for the experimental feasibility. In order to avoid unrealistic frequency
components further extensions [58] are necessary. The last term of the functional
[Eq. (8.6)], the constraint, contains accordingly the Lagrange multiplier  fk(t).
Separable differential equations can be derived with a suitable choice of the factor C
in dependence on the definition of the optimization aim. For multi-target population
transfer C is set to C D h ik(T)j� fki.

The calculation of the optimal laser fields now relies on finding the extreme
of the functional J( ik(t), jk(t), E(t)) [Eq. (8.6)] with respect to the functions
 ik(t), jk(t) and E(t). The derivative of the functional with respect to these
functions leads to the following coupled equations of motion:

i @
@t
 ik.t/ D ŒH � �E.t/�  ik.t/

i @
@t
 fk.t/ D ŒH � �E.t/�  fk.t/

E.t/ D � s.t/

˛0N
=

"
NX
kD1

˝
 ik.t/j fk.t/

˛ h ik.t/j�
ˇ̌
 fk.t/

˛#
(8.8)

with the corresponding boundary conditions ik(0) D� ik and  fk(T) D � fk. The last
equation gives the improved electric field of the current iteration. The coupled Eqs.
(8.8) can be interpreted in different ways and different methods to obtain the optimal
field were proposed. The schemes can be based on gradient-type optimization of the
laser fields [75, 76]. Alternatively, the Krotov method, which is a global iterative
procedure, was developed [28, 77, 78]. OCEs are often realized in a closed loop
scenario as proposed in [31].

8.2.4 Coherent Control in the Sub-femtosecond Domain: Theory
for Coupled Electron Nuclear Motion

Direct control on the electron dynamics has become a hot topic. It requires changes
in the electric field on a further shorter time. Two different strategies relying either
on the CEP or on the temporal phase in a modulated light field are shortly presented.
In the first strategy the CEP of a few-cycle pulse is varied to control the electron
dynamics. The second strategy relies on the highly precise temporal phase control
in a multi-pulse sequence [79]. The theoretical treatment requires the simultaneous
description of electronic and vibrational wavepacket motion. The fundamental steps
of our approach [80] for molecular systems are shortly reviewed.

The approach [80] starts with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the
total wavefunction � tot(r,R,t):
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i @
@t
‰tot .r; R; t/ D H‰tot .r; R; t/
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0
B@
a1.t/ 1 .R; t/ '1 .r; t IR/
a2.t/ 2 .R; t/ '2 .r; t IR/

:::

1
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(8.9)

The total wavefunction‰tot(r,R,t) is written as the product function of the nuclear
wavefunction  n(R,t) and the electronic wavefunction 'n.r; t IR/, now indicating
the time dependence of electronic and nuclear wavefunction explicitly. Multiplying
Eq. (8.9) from left by Q'�

i .r IR/ and integration over the electron coordinate r results
for a multi-state problem to Eq. (8.3) and a total nuclear wavefunction  tot(R,t)
propagating on several electronic states Vn. To extract the time-dependent electronic
wavefunction � tot(r, t; R(t)), we now multiply the total wavefunction ‰tot(r,R,t) in
analogy to the BO approximation, from left with the complex conjugate of the
total nuclear wavefunction  �

tot.R; t/ and subsequently integrate over the nuclear
coordinates R:

�tot .r; t IR.t// D
Z
 �

tot .R; t/ ‰tot .r; R; t/ dR

D

0
B@
�1 .r; t IR.t//
�2 .r; t IR.t//

:::

1
CA

(8.10)

The components � i(r, t; R(t)) correspond to coupled electronic wavefunctions
and are given by:

�i .r; t IR.t// D ai .t/
2'i .r; t IR.t//

C
X
j¤Jı

ai .t/
�aj .t/

˝
 i .R; t/ j j .R; t/

˛
R
'j .r; t IR.t// (8.11)

with ai(t)2 the population of the electronic state i. The pre-factor ai(t)*aj(t)h i(R,t)j
 j(R,t)iR is the time-dependent overlap between the nuclear wavefunctions prop-
agating on the potential energy surfaces i and j and defines the degree of mixing
achieved for the electronic states. 'i .r; t IR.t// denotes the electronic wavefunction
of state i, which parametrically depends on the nuclear coordinates R. Per construc-
tion the Hamiltonian for the electron dynamics is diagonal in the basis � i(r, t; R(t)).
Now the time-dependent electronic density �tot(r, t; R(t)) is calculated as a function
of the electron coordinate r1. This is done by integrating the absolute value square
of the total wavefunction over the nuclear coordinates and over the N � 1 electronic
coordinates:
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The time dependence of the electronic wavefunction is now expressed in the
eigenstate basis, i.e.,

'i .r; t IR.t// D 'i .r; t D 0IR.t// e�iEi .R.t//t D 'i .r; 0IR.t// e�iEi .R.t//t
(8.13)

The time evolution of the electronic eigenfunctions 'i obtained at “time t D 0”
from a quantum chemical code is given by their phase factor e�iEi .R.t//t . The
corresponding eigenenergies Ei(R(t)) are functions of the nuclear coordinates due
to the propagating nuclear wavefunctions. To keep track of the actual phase factor
of the electronic wavefunction from time step to time step this phase factor needs to
be calculated recursively by utilizing the phase of the previous time step:

	ij.t/ D 	ij
�
t ��t 0

� C �
Ej .t/ �Ei.t/

�
�t 0 (8.14)

As the evolution of the electronic phase is much faster than the dynamics of
the nuclei, the time step �t0 needs to be adjusted relative to the time step �t
of the nuclear dynamics. The time-dependent expectation value of the nuclear
coordinates R(t) D h tot(R,t)jRj tot(R,t)i is evaluated using the solution of Eq.
(8.3). Subsequent quantum chemical calculations are performed at the nuclear
geometries R(t) to obtain the electronic wavefunctions 'i;0.r IR.t//. The quantities
ai(t)2, ai(t)*aj(t)h i(R,t)j j(R,t)iR are also obtained from Eq. (8.3). The inte-
grals over the electronic wavefunctions

R
'�
i;0.r IR.t// 'i;0.r IR.t//dr2 : : : drN andR

'�
i;0.r IR.t// 'j;0.r IR.t// dr2 : : : drN are solved numerically. With this approach
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the time evolution of an electronic wavepacket in the presence of vibrational motion
can be followed.

8.3 Molecular Control Including the Electron Motion Implicitly
and Explicitly

In the preceding sections quantum dynamical methods to describe the propagation
of electronic and vibrational wavepackets have been outlined as well as a summary
of the OCT. In the next sections we demonstrate the potential of OCT to guide
vibrational wavepackets on coupled electronic potential energy surfaces. We will
extend the control strategies to include the steering of electronic wavepackets
explicitly.

8.3.1 Photoreactions Mediated via Conical Intersections

Many fast photoreactions in chemistry as well as in biology are mediated via conical
intersection seams [81, 82]. They mark the regions where different potential energy
surfaces (of the same symmetry and spin multiplicity) become degenerate and can
cross. When these regions are energetically accessible after light excitation, the
conical intersections mediate the fast non-radiative decay from the excited electronic
state to the lower lying states and eventually to the ground state. The typical
time scale is in the femto- to picosecond range. Likewise the conical intersections
function as branching points towards different reaction channels.

As an example to demonstrate control of reactions governed by conical inter-
sections we consider molecular switches. Molecular switches such as azo-benzene,
fulgides or hemithioindigo derivates [8, 11, 83–87] can be used as versatile devices
in nanotechnology and for logic gates in molecular computation. The active center in
fulgides is a cyclohexadiene/all-cis hexatriene subunit [central six-membered ring,
Fig. 8.2 (bottom)]. In the following we focus on this subunit. Its photochemical
reaction is a text book example and well studied experimentally [88–90] as well
as theoretically [91–95]. Its electrocyclic ring-opening and ring-closure reaction
constitutes the switching operation from one stable isomer to the other (see Fig. 8.2).
After excitation the system returns to the ground state through various conical
intersections (CoIns) leading to a branching into both ground state isomers, the all-
cis hexatriene and the cyclohexadiene, which correspond to the isomers B and A
in Fig. 8.2. Femtosecond excitation of the closed isomer A yields a product ratio
of 60:40 of A:B in below 200 fs [89]. Possible control strategies that optimize the
switching efficiency for the cyclohexadiene/all-cis hexatriene subunit are discussed
for two different target examples.

The most important molecular rearrangements of this photoreaction can be
described in two reactive coordinates r and ® (Fig. 8.2) introduced in [93]. The
asymmetric squeezing of the ring is described by the internuclear distance r and the
angle between the two indicated diagonals ®. The corresponding ab initio potential
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Fig. 8.2 The switching process of fulgides is driven by the electrocyclic reaction of a
cyclohexadiene/all-cis hexatriene subunit. The reactive coordinates r and ® used for the quantum
dynamics simulation are indicated. The corresponding potential energy surfaces include both
minima and two conical intersections (CoIn-1 and CoIn-2) connecting the excited state and the
ground state. Adapted from [58] with copyright permission of PCCP

energy surfaces of ground and excited states comprising the minima of isomers A
and B and the two relevant CoIns between S1 and S0 are shown in Fig. 8.2 and are
used for the quantum dynamics calculation. The details for the calculation can be
found in [94, 96]. The effect of the CoIns is calculated non-adiabatically with the
coupling elements derived by quantum chemical calculations as described in [94].
To describe the nuclear quantum dynamics beyond the BO approximation the NAC
terms have to be included in the equations of motion and Eq. (8.3) becomes

i
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with Kij the NAC term between the electronic states ®i(r;R) and ®j(r;R). This NAC
is given by (see [94, 96], for example)
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with ml the mass of the lth atom, xl the Cartesian nuclear coordinates and f .l/ij and g.l/ij
the first- and second-order derivative (non-adiabatic) coupling elements between the
electronic wavefunctions i and j.

To demonstrate different control scenarios that optimize the switching, we
concentrate on the backward reaction, i.e., the ring closure from isomer B to isomer
A, driven by a laser excitation in the UV/VIS regime. The control of the active
subunit exhibits several challenges as parts of the reaction occur in a region which
only weakly couples to the laser light. One promising strategy is to prepare an
excited state wavepacket in the FC region with well-defined shape and momentum,
which subsequently evolves on the excited state to the target region. Possible
targets are the region of the selected conical intersection on the excited state or
more directly the desired ground state isomer. Control through selected conical
intersections requires a corresponding projection operator in the control aim F(�)
[Eq. (8.6)] and could be achieved with a modulated light field [96]. The resulting
overall quantum yield for the desired isomer was about 40 %. The switching time
of about 100 fs is in the range of the experimentally observed reaction time. This
optimal solution relies on a fast transfer through the selected CoIn. In general, this
transfer is not completed in one step. The system has to reach the relevant CoIn
several times and a loss of control is inevitable for CoIns located in an optically
dark region. Further control with a shaped light pulse is not possible [96].

In case a ground state isomer is directly selected as target state, vibrationally
hot molecules are formed during the control simulation. Their numerical treatment
becomes challenging in the OCT algorithm, as forward and backward propagations
are needed [95]. However, this process is very appropriate for a control experiment,
as it relies on optical processes and targets directly accessible. The control target
is realized by defining an area around the ground state geometry of the desired
product (here isomer A) as the target. As in the first scenario the initial wavefunction
is the vibrational ground state of isomer B. The optimal field returned by the
algorithm is an all optical pump–dump process, neglecting the existence of conical
intersections. The requirement for success is that the pump pulse prepares an excited
state wavepacket that can reach the region where the transition to the target isomer
can happen. For the matching delay time the dump pulse can transfer the wavepacket
to the target isomer A. The optimization leads to a laser pulse with the following
features (see Fig. 8.3): a short pump pulse with an up-chirped frequency progression
is followed by an intense dump pulse which consists of two main frequencies. The
mechanism can be followed in the temporal evolution of the population in the states
involved. During the excitation 81 % of the population is transferred to the excited
state (see Fig. 8.3a, green line) where the wavefunction evolves towards the FC
region of isomer A and localizes. The dump pulse transfers 84 % of the excited
state population to isomer A. The switching is completed within only 30 fs with
an overall yield of 0.66 (see Fig. 8.3a, red line). This second control scenario is not
only faster but also superior in efficiency to the first one with the intermediate target,
as the complete switching process is now controllable. The main optimization task
is performed by the pump pulse, i.e., first subpulse of the optimal field. It generates
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Fig. 8.3 Optimized pulse for isomer A as ground state target. Top: temporal evolution of the
optimized field (black), intermediate population in the excited state (green), and in the target isomer
A (red). Bottom: XFROG of the optimized light field. Adapted from [58] with copyright permission
of PCCP

an enhanced momentum in ®, which is required to reach the target region on the
excited state.

The sub-5-fs substructure in the optimized field points to the implicit impact
of electronic motion in the control mechanism and to the implicit assistance of
additional control knobs from the electronic wavefunction. How these can be used
to control chemical reactions will be addressed in the next section.

8.3.2 Control of Electron Motion in Diatomics

Control of electron localization is regarded as the most direct way to intervene
in a chemical reaction. Two different strategies already realized in experiments
are shortly presented. In the first strategy control over the electron dynamics is
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Fig. 8.4 Potential energy curves for D2, D2
C (left) and CO, COC (right). The pathways for the

formation of ions by dissociation of the molecular ions after recollision excitation are indicated.
The remaining laser field (solid gray line) indicates the coupling between the electronic states.
Adapted from [67] with copyright permission of Elsevier B.V.

gained by variation of the CEP in a strong few-cycle pulse, typically in the NIR
and MIR range. The second strategy relies on the highly precise temporal phase
control in a multi-pulse sequence whose carrier frequency is typically tunable in
a wide range. For a successful control of a chemical reaction, the synchronization
of the electron and nuclear motion is needed. The theoretical method summarized
in Sect. 8.2.4 is able to treat electron and nuclear dynamics simultaneously and
to address these questions. Three different examples exhibiting the requirements
for control of chemical reactions through direct control of electronic motion will
be given. The extracted decisive factors for control are strongly supported by the
outcome of three experiments on the diatomics D2 [63], CO [66], and K2 [69, 101]
demonstrating control of the electron dynamics.

8.3.2.1 CEP Control
In D2 and CO the dissociative ionization with high intense few-cycle pulses of 760
and 740 nm was investigated. The overall process consists of three steps [depicted
in Fig. 8.4 for D2 (left) and CO (right)].

The first step is the ionization, which is assumed to occur at the maximum pulse
intensity, the second step is the excitation of the ion due to the recolliding electron
1.7 fs later, and the third step is the interaction with the remaining light field.
The coupling with the remaining light field can generate an electronic wavepacket
whose phase can be manipulated directly with the CEP of the few-cycle pulse. For
illustration the superposition of the †g and †u electronic wavefunctions of D2

C
is shown in Fig. 8.5. Depending on the value of the CEP the initial sign in the
superposition can be set to “C,” e.g., for CEP D 0, to “�,” e.g., for a CEP D
 ,
or any phase relation in between. The bottom row sketches the subsequent free
evolution of the prepared electronic wavepacket.

In D2
C as well as in COC recollision excitation (RCE) induces the dissociation.

In the related experiments, the ionic fragments were recorded using a velocity
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Fig. 8.5 Preparation of an electronic wavepacket by a few-cycle pulse (top, left) and its free
evolution (bottom). The relative sign of the initial superposition is directly controllable by the
CEP. A CEP of 0 
 can introduce a positive sign and leads to a localization on the left, while a
CEP of 1 
 introduces a negative sign and a localization of the wavepacket on the right or vice
versa (top, right). The localized wavepacket then starts to oscillate from one side to the other along
the molecular bond

map imaging (VMI) spectrometer. Inversion of the recorded projections using an
iterative procedure [97] allowed reconstruction of the original 3D ion momentum
distributions. With CEP stabilization, a pronounced phase dependence on the
directional ion emission of the ionic fragments (Pleft, Pright ) is found, which could
be quantified by the angle-integrated asymmetry

A .W; �/ D Pleft .W; �/� Pright .W; �/

Pleft .W; �/C Pright .W; �/

as a function of the kinetic energy W and the CEP �. The asymmetry is directly
linked to the localization of electron density on one of the two fragments. In D2

C
this translates to the enhancement of electron density on either the “left” or the
“right” D-atom, in CO it means the preferential formation of either CC or OC.

From the experiments it is clear that the RCE channel contributes to the observed
asymmetry. In case of D2

C it is the only source, in case of CO the tunnel
ionization process also contributes to the total asymmetry [66]. In the following
we concentrate the discussion on the RCE reaction channel as here the interplay
between electron and nuclear wavepacket dynamics is decisive. In D2

C and COC
the RCE starts the dissociation process. During dissociation the interaction with the
remaining light field transfers population between the electronic states and prepares
an electronic wavepacket whose “left–right” localization can be controlled by the
CEP. The simulation starts after the recollision of the electron with the parent
ion. The molecules are assumed to be aligned along the laser polarization axis.
The relevant potential energy surfaces (Fig. 8.4) together with the corresponding
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Fig. 8.6 Electron density as
a function of time and the
electron coordinate r.
Adapted from [80] with
copyright permission of J.
Phys. B.

transition dipole moments are calculated on the CASSCF level of theory (for details
see [66, 80]). After the RCE the system is excited from its ionic ground state to
the higher lying states reachable for the given collision energy. In D2

C only the
A2†u

C state is reached, in case of COC the situation is more complex since multiple
electronic states are reachable.

In D2
C the remaining laser field couples the A2†u

C back to the X2†g
Cand thus

induces a coupled electron and nuclear motion. The time evolution of the electron
density is shown in Fig. 8.6.

In the beginning (1.7–5.5 fs) the superposition is built up slowly as the coupling
laser light is still off-resonant. During the dissociation, the nuclear wavepacket
reaches parts of the PES, where the energy difference between the X2†g

C and
the A2†u

C state is resonant to the laser frequency, leading to a large population
exchange between 6 and 9 fs and large amplitude oscillations of the electronic
density from one D-atom to the other. The electron dynamics stops after about
11 fs. The overall dynamics comprising the interplay between the light pulse, the
time evolution of the prepared superposition, and the nuclear quantum dynamics
results in the observed asymmetry. Scanning the CEP � between 0 and 2
 leads
to the sinusoidal behavior of the final asymmetry in the electron density which is
shown in Fig. 8.7. The amplitude of the asymmetry exhibits excellent agreement
with the experiment [63, 80, 98].

The decay in the dynamics of the electronic wavepacket can be explained
by the interference term (double sum) in Eq. (8.12) in which the dynami-
cal behavior is encoded. In D2

C the overlap of the nuclear wavefunctions
ai(t)*aj(t)h i(R,t)j j(R,t)iR stays nearly constant, as well as the integral over
the electronic wavefunctions

R
®�

i;0(r; R(t))®i,0(r; R(t))dr2 : : : drN . The oscillation
frequency of the electronic wavepacket is dominated by the phase term e�i	ij.t/ and
thus by the energy difference Eji(t) D (Ej(t) � Ei(t)) between the electronic states
involved. The energy difference Eji(t) falls to zero during the reaction entailing a
decrease in oscillation frequency of the electron density (see also Fig. 8.6) until
the oscillation stops. Thus degeneration of the electronic states involved in the
electronic wavepacket is one factor that determines the time window for control.
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Fig. 8.7 Integrated asymmetry over several energy ranges versus carrier envelope phase � and
theoretical prediction. Adapted from [63, 80]

In COC the situation is more complex as many electrons contribute to the
time dependence of the electron density. This is reflected in the increased number
of electronic states populated in the RCE and forming an electronic wavepacket
already in this step. The choice of electronic states for the simulation is more
demanding and guidance from the experiment is needed. Selection criteria are the
energy distribution of the recolliding electron and the kinetic energy distribution of
the ionic fragments. The 13 eV cut-off energy for the recolliding electron defines
an upper energy limit for the excited states. Besides the CO electronic ground state,
the first three 2† states and the first six 2… states for the COC ion are reachable
and calculated on the CASSCF level of theory. From the excited state manifold
three potential curves are selected according to the selection criteria to represent
the induced nuclear dynamics [66]. The states are the C2†C state representing
the weakly bound state character and two repulsive states E2… and H2…. The
E2… state correlates with the CC(2P) C O(1D) channel and the H2… state is the
first state that leads to the C(3P) C OC(4S) dissociation channel. The selected
potential energy surfaces are depicted in Fig. 8.4, right. Due to the Gaussian energy
distribution of the recolliding electron, we assume as the initial wavepacket after
the RCE a 55 (C2†C):38 (E2…):7 (H2…) linear combination, which reproduces
the experimentally observed ratio between CC and OC fragments [66]. Whether
the initial population of the excited states (caused by the recollision) is slightly
dependent on the CEP or not is an open question, but its calculation is currently
beyond the scope for larger molecules [99].

For the quantum dynamical calculations, the COC ions are taken to be aligned
at an angle of 45ı with respect to the laser polarization. This allows all transitions
between the † and … states. On the other hand the 45ı orientation coincides with
the angle for the maximum number of experimentally detected ionic fragments. The
observed overall asymmetry is depicted in Fig. 8.8.

The RCE induced electron dynamics is not as pronounced as in D2
C and the

definition of the asymmetry is slightly more complex. In heterodiatomics orientation
is an issue and the asymmetry cannot be derived directly from the electron density
of a single molecule at one specific orientation. In addition contributions to the
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Fig. 8.8 Experimentally observed asymmetry integrated over the indicated energy ranges versus
CEP. Adapted from [66] with copyright permission of APS

asymmetry arise already in the ionization step [66]. In the calculations we have
direct access to the probability PCC.t/ of measuring a CC fragment for a given
orientation. This probability is given by:

PCC.t/ D
Z xmax

xmin

dx
Z ymax

ymin

dy
Z 0

zmin

d z� .r1; t IR.t// (8.17)

where x, y, and z refer to the molecular frame with z pointing along the intermolec-
ular axis and the O-atom oriented along negative z-values. The CEP-dependent
asymmetry induced in the RCE can be calculated by the final PCC.t/ values from
two different orientations, shown in Fig. 8.9c. To elucidate the mechanism the
electronic state population during the interaction with the remaining light pulse
and the temporal evolution of the electric field are also shown in Fig. 8.9. The
population dynamics (Fig. 8.9b) shows only a weak light-induced coupling between
the electronic states. Contrarily to D2

C, the conditions for a resonance between
the selected electronic states are never fulfilled. A 
 flip of the CEP � inverts the
temporal evolution of the excited states population dynamics.

The induced electron dynamics is reflected in PCC.t/. It starts with strong
oscillations reflecting the dynamics of the electronic wavepacket prepared in the
RCE step. The remaining light pulse interacts with this superposition state inducing
a CEP-dependent redistribution among the electronic states involved. As soon as
the light-induced population transfer stops (approximately after 8 fs, see Fig. 8.9b)
the oscillation in PCC.t/ decreases rapidly. Its final value is directly related to the
final population distribution of the electronic states leading either to the channel for
CC or OC formation [66]. Their ratio is steered very precisely by the CEP. A shift
of the CEP by 
 while keeping the molecular orientation leads to a different result
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Fig. 8.9 Summary of the coupled electron and nuclear dynamics during the dissociation. The
black vertical line indicates the time of recollision, 1.7 fs after ionization at the maximum electric
field. (a) Temporal evolution of the electric field. (b) Time-dependent populations of the C2†C,
E2…, and H2… states of COC after recollision excitation (solid CEP D 0, dotted CEP D
). (c)
Temporal evolution of the probability of measuring a CC fragment PCC for the dissociative
ionization of COC after recollision (black CEP D 0, gray CEP D
). Reprinted from [66] with
copyright permission of APS

(gray curve in Fig. 8.9c). Changing the orientation of the molecule by 180ı is equal
to shifting the CEP by 
 , as the transition dipole moment changes the sign. Thus
in practice, the CEP-dependent asymmetry can be calculated from PCC.t/ obtained
for two CEP values shifted by 
 . The damping of the oscillations in PCC.t/ reflects
the decay of the initially prepared electronic coherence. The reason for the decay in
this example is a vanishing value of the integral

Z
'�
i;0 .r IR.t// 'j;0 .r IR.t// dr2 : : : drN

again one of the factors in the interference term of Eq. (8.12). In COC the molecular
orbitals become localized on either the O- or C-atom and consequently their overlap
integral vanishes. This is the second factor that determines the time window for
control via electron motion.

8.3.2.2 Strong Field Temporal Control
In K2 the electron dynamics is steered via the temporal phase of a femtosecond laser
pulse resonant to the electronic transition and controllable with attosecond precision
(see Fig. 8.10, inset). The underlying excitation scheme is the non-adiabatic
SPODS mechanism [65, 101], a strong-field resonant interaction in which the initial
part of the laser pulse creates a coherent superposition between two electronic
states inducing an oscillating charge distribution with maximum amplitude. After
evolution on the coherently coupled PES, a later part of the laser pulse is timed
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Fig. 8.10 SPODS scheme of K2. A sketch of the SPODS pulse sequence is shown in the inset.
The first subpulse creates a superposition between the X1†g

C and A1†u
C states (gray dash–

dotted arrow). During the second pulse the X � A subsystem is “photon locked.” The optical phase
controls which of the dressed states (indicated as black dotted lines) energetically separated by ˝
is selectively populated. Absorption of another photon leads to population transfer to either the
lower target states, represented by the 41†g

C (gray dotted arrow) or to the upper target states,
represented by the 51†g

C (black dashed arrow)

with high precision [79] to adjust the phase of the field to the oscillating dipole. The
control strategy is schematized in Fig. 8.10 (inset).

A straightforward realization for K2 would be a double pulse sequence consisting
of a moderately strong preparation pulse followed by a more intense main pulse
[101], both resonant with the bare X1†g

C � A1†u
C subsystem (see Fig. 8.10). The

preparation pulse generates an electronic coherence in the X � A subsystem, launch-
ing an oscillating electric dipole �(t) that follows the driving field with a phase shift
of 
/2 (see, e.g., Fig. 8.12). The subsequent main pulse interacts with the dipole,
giving rise to an interaction energy "(t) D ��(t) � E(t). The interaction energy is
controlled precisely by the phase relation in the scalar product. With a ˙
/2 shift
the interaction energy "(t) is either maximized or minimized. In K2 the in-phase
situation (minimization) selectively populates the lower dressed state (see Fig. 8.10
lower dotted curve), the 
 shift (maximization) leads to a selective population of the
upper dressed state (see Fig. 8.10 upper dotted curve). During the second pulse the
bare state populations are locked due to the phase relation, preventing population
transfer between the X � A subsystem, although the frequency is resonant on this
transition [102, 103]. The corresponding dressed states give access to lower lying
(e.g., 41†C

g ; 2
1…g) or higher lying (e.g., 51†C

g ; 6
1†C

g ; 3
1…g) excited target states.

In the experiment, a probe pulse photoionizes the excited molecule and maps the
target state populations into the photoelectron spectrum [69].
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This straightforward realization serves as an optimal solution for atoms [65]
or rigid molecules [100]. Recent OCT calculations on this problem revealed that
additional phase and amplitude modulation enhance the efficiency of SPODS in the
presence of the vibrational motion [102]. In general, the light-induced electric dipole
is subject to additional phase dynamics due to vibrational wavepacket propagation
during the interaction with the laser pulse.

To master this complexity, more flexible pulse shapes in terms of both temporal
amplitude and phase were used in experiment as well as in theory. A sinusoidal
phase modulation '.!/ D A sinŒT .!�!0/C�� was applied to the laser spectrum,
yielding a highly flexible and controllable multi-pulse sequence [51, 69], adjustable
by the phase parameters A for the amplitude of the subpulses, T for the temporal
separation of the subpulses, and � controlling the relative temporal phases between
adjacent subpulses.

In the calculation the phase mask was applied to a Fourier limited pulse EFL(t)
with a Gaussian envelope and variable FWHM.

EFL.t/ D E0 � e
�2

�
t�t0

FWHM=
p
2 ln2

	2
� cos Œ!FL .t � t0/� (8.18)

For the dynamics simulation, we again used our approach [80] for the cou-
pled electron and nuclear quantum dynamics. We followed the time-dependent
expectation value of the induced electric dipole moment �(t) D h�(t)i which is
related to the time-dependent electron density �tot(r, t; R(t)) of Eq. (8.12) through
h�(t)i D h� tot(r, t; R(t))j�j� tot(r, t; R(t))ri with � the dipole operator.

The electric field EFL(t) is modulated in the frequency domain with the sinusoidal
phase mask '.!/ (for positive values of !):

Emod.t/ D F�1
�
F .EFL.t// � e�i'.!/

�
(8.19)

The values for the phase mask were set in correspondence to the experiment to
A D 0.55 and !D 0.055 a.u. For the phase offset and the interpulse delay values in
the range of � 2 [0 : 2
] and T 2 [0 : 60] fs were taken. In accordance to the SPODS
mechanism the low-lying versus high-lying target state population is inverted when
the relative phase � between preparation and main pulse is changed by 
 . In the
absence of vibrational motion an almost constant contrast is expected with varying
interpulse delay T. In the presence of vibrational motion additional dependence on
T is expected as the vibrational motion influences the oscillating electric dipole
h�(t)i [69].

To demonstrate the vibrational influence we analyze exemplarily the effect of
the first part of the preparation pulse in the experimental multi-pulse sequence
that optimized the transfer to the high-lying target states. A relevant section of the
multi-pulse sequence is shown in red in Fig. 8.11, the first part of the preparation
pulse is indicated by the red envelope (Fig. 8.11, top) and the active switching
windows for the SPODS mechanism are marked by the black rectangles. The
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Fig. 8.11 Relevant section of the experimental multi-pulse sequence that controls the population
transfer to the higher lying (top) or to the lower lying (bottom) target states. The electric light field
is shown in red and the induced electric dipole in blue. The red envelope (top) indicates the first
part of the preparation pulse, the black rectangle the respective SPODS switching time windows

induced oscillating dipole is shown in blue. A relevant section of the multi-pulse
sequence that optimized the transfer to the low-lying target states is shown below.
In accordance with the SPODS mechanism the dipole and the electric field are
either in (bottom) or out (top) of phase in the switching window. In agreement
with the OCT calculation [102], the main pulse (Fig. 8.11, top) in the optimal pulse
sequence shows an upward chirp. To demonstrate how the temporal phase '.t/ of
the oscillating dipole can be extracted we concentrate exclusively on the first part of
the preparation pulse (Fig. 8.11, top and Fig. 8.12, top).

The following steps are needed. First, the Fourier transform of the electric dipole
is calculated:

� .!/ D F .�.t// (8.20)

Next the negative frequencies are removed and subsequent inverse Fourier
transform leads to the complex field in the time domain � 0 (t):

�C .!/ D
(
� .!/ for ! > 0

0 for ! � 0

�0.t/ D F�1 �
�C .!/

� (8.21)
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Fig. 8.12 Analysis of the impact of the vibrational motion on the induced oscillating electric
dipole. Top: first part of the preparation pulse from Fig. 8.11 (red), launched dipole (blue). Second
row: time-dependent overlap of the vibrational wavepackets in the X � A subsystem. Third row:
internuclear distance changing with the propagating vibrational wavepackets. Fourth row: extracted
phase '.t/ of the electric dipole. Bottom: change in the X � A energy difference during the
propagation of the vibrational wavepacket

which can be decomposed into a slowly varying envelope s(t), a fast oscillation with
the frequency !0 and the temporal phase '.t/:

�0.t/ D s.t/ � e�i!0.t�t0/ � ei'.t/ (8.22)

After multiplying � 0 (t) with the carrier frequency !0 (set to the laser frequency
!FL):

�.t/ D �0.t/ � ei!0.t�t0/ D s.t/ei'.t/ (8.23)

the temporal phase can be extracted as the time evolution of the angle in the complex
plain of �.t/.

The phase '.t/ in Fig. 8.12 (fourth panel) shows a quadratic shift which can
be regarded as a downward chirp of the dipole oscillation frequency. It is induced
because the propagating nuclear wavepackets map the variation in the X � A energy
gap (Fig. 8.12, bottom) onto the electric dipole oscillation. In the dissociation
dynamics of D2

C the energy gap converged to zero and stopped the fast electron
dynamics. In the bound state dynamics of K2 the more moderate change in the
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electronic resonance introduces the dynamic detuning in the frequency of the
electric dipole and has to be taken into account when selecting the interpulse delay
T to match the SPODS condition.

In addition to the phase modulation an even more pronounced amplitude
modulation is observed (Fig. 8.12, top). After the first pre-pulse (red), the oscillating
dipole (blue) is damped simultaneously with the temporal decrease in overlap
of the nuclear wavefunctions propagating on the X1†C

g and the A1†C
u surface

(Fig. 8.12, second panel). Due to the difference in position and shape of both
surfaces, the freely evolving nuclear wavepackets get out of phase. Their spatial
overlap ai(t)*aj(t)h i(R,t)j j(R,t)iR is reduced, which is again a decisive factor
for the electron dynamics [Eq. (8.12)]. Its decrease stops the electron dynamics
as observable in the damping of the electric dipole oscillation and in the loss of
control for large subpulse separations [69]. In this sense K2 is an example for the
third factor in Eq. (8.12), which determines the electron dynamics. This third factor
can be regarded as time-dependent FC overlap.

Both effects—phase and amplitude modulation of the electric dipole—are
observable in the experiment [69]. The strong amplitude modulation compels the
short interpulse delay for optimal SPODS control. The sinusoidal mask function
is flexible enough to adapt to the more subtle phase modulation. On top, it even
varies the amplitude and phase modulation of the electric dipole to optimize the
SPODS control. Two examples from an experimental control landscape are shown
in Fig. 8.13. The upper panel shows the results for the higher lying target states
(5 and 6†C

g , 3…g, situation ➀), the lower panel for the lower lying target states
(4 †C

g , 2 …g, situation ➁). The photoelectron spectra recorded for situation ➀ and
➁ are shown on the left. The relevant section of the multi-pulse sequence and the
underlying population dynamics are also shown.

In ➀, the laser field between �100 and �50 fs prepares the coherent super-
position in the X � A subsystem, launching the oscillating electric dipole. In the
switching time window (indicated as gray area), the dipole oscillates with maximum
amplitude exactly out of phase with the electric field of the main pulse. The intense
central subpulse opens the upper target channel for efficient population transfer.
In ➁, again the X � A coherence is build up between �100 and �50 fs. A more
complicated population dynamics including Rabi cycling follows. Around 45 fs, the
dipole increases once more and shifts in phase with the shaped laser pulse during
the switching time window and the lower target states are populated efficiently.
The electron movie frames in the upper panels of Fig. 8.13 visualize the induced
electronic wavepacket dynamics in form of the electron density together with the
associated dipole moment h�(t)i (blue arrows) and the applied electric field E(t)
(red arrows). Starting from the ground state configuration, the movies proceed via
the transient electron dynamics during the switching time window and end with
the molecule in its final electronic configuration. The vertical black and green
dashed lines indicate the nuclear dynamics during the interaction. In situation
➀, the molecule is steered into a peanut-shaped electron configuration dominated
by the 5†C

g electron density distribution. In situation ➁ the molecule is guided
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Fig. 8.13 Experimental and theoretical results for the excitation of K2 molecules with two
different pulse shapes, leading to population of a the upper target states and b the lower target
states. On the left the measured photoelectron spectra (black line, signal contributions colored
accordingly) are compared to simulations (dashed lines). To the right, the neutral electronic
population dynamics are shown. The blue and green curves represent the accumulated populations
of the lower (blue) and upper electronic target channels (green). The phase relation of the electric
field E(t) (red line) and the induced electric dipole moment �(t) of the X � A subsystem (blue line)
is illustrated in the upper right frame. The switching time window for the population transfer to
the electronic target channels is indicated as gray-shaded background. The amplitude and phase
modulation of the electronic dipole with respect to the electric field directly reflects the coupling
between the nuclear and electronic motion. The movies on top show snapshots of the induced
electron density motion for decisive moments during the laser–molecule interaction. Adapted
from [69]
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into a cushion like electronic configuration, reflecting the 2 1…g electron density
distribution.

8.4 What Can Be Learned for Larger Molecules?

From the theoretical and experimental results on the electron control in diatomics,
three main factors are identified that define the lifetime of electronic wavepackets
and thus the time window for control. This knowledge is used to design a novel
scheme for the control of a photochemical reaction by guidance of an electronic
wavepacket. A situation is needed in which the prepared and controlled electronic
wavepacket survives long enough to determine the outcome of a chemical reaction.
Such a situation is found in photo-induced reactions proceeding via CoIns. These
prominent regions on the potential energy surface can serve as points of no return for
the nuclear dynamics, irreversibly setting the reaction path. Already the presented
OCT results on the reaction control of the cyclohexadiene/all-cis-hexatriene system
through CoIns pointed to the impact of electronic motion. Chemists classify the
reaction as electrocyclic reaction, sketching a cyclic electronic motion circling
electron density from a ¢-bond into the extended  -system and back.

Due to the NAC, population is switched between the intersecting electronic
states. Thereby, a superposition state and hence an electronic wavepacket is formed.
In the vicinity of CoIns, the time scales of the electron and nuclear dynamics are well
synchronized. The energy difference between the coupled electronic states becomes
very small slowing down the dynamics of the usually faster electrons to the time
scale of the nuclear dynamics and below. The motion of the electronic density in the
vicinity of a CoIn is visualized in Fig. 8.14 for CoIn-1 of the cyclohexadiene/all-
cis-hexatriene system (Fig. 8.2). The underlying electronic wavepacket is created
as the normalized superposition of the CASSCF-wavefunctions of ground and first
excited state, keeping the nuclear geometry fixed. To describe the temporal evolution
we take into account the time-dependent phase of both components.

CoIn-1 is known as a branching point towards cyclohexadiene and hexatriene.
In correspondence we observe a gradual change from a more cyclohexadiene type
electronic structure (snapshot 1) via the characteristic [91–93] three center bond
(snapshot 2) to a more all-cis-hexatriene like electronic structure (snapshot 3) and
back on a time scale of 1.6 ps. Directly at the intersection point, the energy gap is
zero and the electron dynamics stops. Whether it stops more in the cyclohexadiene
or hexatriene type configuration can be influenced by preparing an electronic
wavepacket with a controllable phase relation already before the CoIn is reached.
CoIn-1 lies close to the S1 minimum (see Fig. 8.2), where the ground (S0) and
excited state (S1) are separated by about 1.5 eV. Here the preparation of an electronic
wavepacket by a resonant few-cycle IR pulse of about 800 nm is possible. In
most cases the electronic wavepacket needs to be prepared close to the CoIn. If
prepared far away it will not survive until the system has reached the CoIn due to
the vanishing time-dependent FC-factor in Eq. (8.12). Snapshots for the motion of
the electron density as inducible by an IR pulse that creates a S1/S0 superposition
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Fig. 8.14 Snapshots of the time evolution of an electronic wavepacket prepared close to CoIn-
1 for fixed nuclear geometry. The underlying electronic wavepacket is created as the normalized
superposition of the CASSCF-wavefunctions of ground and first excited state. The depicted motion
of the electron density takes place in 1.6 ps

Fig. 8.15 Snapshots of the time evolution of an electronic wavepacket prepared at the S1

minimum for fixed nuclear geometry. The underlying electronic wavepacket is created as the
normalized superposition of the CASSCF-wavefunctions of ground and first excited state. The
depicted motion of the electron density takes place in less than 3 fs

state at the S1 minimum are shown in Fig. 8.15. The snapshots are given for selected
non-equidistant time steps to visualize the ongoing dynamics.

The electronic wavepacket now moves on a much faster time scale, changing
from the cyclohexadiene to the hexatriene and again to the cyclohexadiene config-
uration in less than 3 fs. In the example the initial superposition is an electronic
structure close to the cyclohexadiene (first snapshot). During the time evolution,
electron density is withdrawn from the ¢-bond and cycles around the  -system
towards an electronic structure close to hexatriene (fourth snapshot) then again
along the  -system to the cyclohexadiene structure (last snapshot) and so forth.
During the reaction path to the CoIn-1 the electron dynamics will be slowed down
until it stops at the CoIn-1. The electronic configuration at CoIn-1 now depends on
and can be controlled by the initially prepared wavepacket.

The scenario was tested for a two-dimensional model potential (Fig. 8.16),
designed as first study case. Here, CoIn and NACs are chosen such that an equally
distributed population between S2 and S1 is obtained after the wavepacket on S2 has
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Fig. 8.16 1D cut of the 2D adiabatic potential energy surfaces S0, S1, and S2. A 2D representation
of the S1 and S2 surface at the CoIn is shown as inset

passed the CoIn without any control pulse. The details of the calculation are given in
[68, 98]. The task is to control the branching ratio between S2 and S1 at the CoIn. The
reaction is started by a first pulse, transferring population from the electronic ground
state S0 to the electronically excited state S2. The system evolves on S2 towards the
CoIn S2/S1. Shortly before it reaches the CoIn, a second pulse, e.g., a phase stable
MIR control pulse is sent in and prepares the S1/S2 superposition. The phase of the
electronic wavepacket is imprinted by the CEP of the IR-control-field and is used to
steer the passage through the CoIn.

For the model system a 3-fs (FWHM) Gaussian pulse, resonant to the S0 – S2

transition with moderate maximum electric field (100 GV/cm2) is used as pump
pulse. The pump pulse should be resonant and its time duration short compared
to the systems nuclear dynamics to produce a narrow and localized vibrational
wavepacket on the excited state, which later can be efficiently coupled to the S1

state. The MIR-control-field (3.0 �m, 12 fs FWHM (100 GV/cm2), CEP D 0.1 
)
has to follow at the right delay, here within 40 fs.

Figure 8.17 shows the final populations in the target states (S1: gray line; S2:
black line) as a function of the CEP of the MIR control pulse. We could steer the
final population ratio S1:S2 in limits of 27:73 and 69:31 very precisely by changing
the CEP of the MIR pulse. The loss in control efficiency can be assigned to the
imperfect preparation of the superposition by the MIR control pulse.

The observed control can be understood as follows: changing the phase in the
MIR-control-field changes the phase of the prepared superposition, i.e., the phase
of the electronic wavepacket and thus its localization. The NAC elements imprint a
constant phase on the superposition state themselves. Thus, the interplay between
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Fig. 8.17 Final population of the S1 (gray) and the S2 state as a function of the CEP of the MIR
control pulse

both phases now defines the path through the CoIn, the position of the electron
density and simultaneously the final branching ratio. As a consequence, the phase
in a few-cycle pulse or, in a different scenario, the relative phase in a multi-
pulse sequence is a highly efficient knob, which is capable of controlling electron
dynamics. When timed correctly a chemical reaction can be steered very precisely
combining the tools for nuclear and electron control.

In this chapter we summarized successful demonstrations on control of molecular
dynamics with sophisticated light fields and reviewed the experimental and theoreti-
cal methods required to observe and describe these processes. The examples ranged
from small diatomics to complex polyatomic molecules and from the femtosecond
to the sub-femtosecond time scale. The special focus was on the role of the electron
motion. When does control of electronic wavepackets play a role and under which
circumstances can they be guided to influence the outcome of a molecular reaction
in which the atoms have to move. From the diatomic examples, comprising the two
different experimental realizations of CEP control and strong field temporal control,
very precise requirements could be deduced as for diatomics theory and experiment
can work very close together. In a theoretical proposal these requirements were
transferred to the real world scenario of the photo-induced electrocyclic ring
opening of cyclohexadiene. The theoretical calculations show how and when the
electrocyclic motion through the  -system of the ring is involved and how it can
be controlled to influence the outcome of the photoreaction. Both experimental
approaches presented should be able to induce and control the respective electronic
wavepacket. The future will show whether one of the famous text book examples
for electrocyclic reactions can be visualized and controlled with state-of-the-art light
field control.
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